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Abstract
Phase behavior of quasi-one-dimensional water con1ned inside a carbon nanotube is studied
in the thermodynamic space of temperature, pressure, and diameter of the cylindrical container.
Four kinds of solid-like ordered structures—ice nanotubes—form spontaneously from liquid-like
disordered phases at low temperatures. In the model system that comprises of TIP4P water
molecules interacting with each other via short-range Lennard–Jones and long-range Coulomb
site–site potentials under a periodic boundary condition in the axial direction, the phase change
occurs either discontinuously or continuously depending on the path in the thermodynamic space.
That the isotherms for a given diameter are found to be similar to those around the liquid–gas
critical point of 8uids suggests existence of a phase boundary terminated by a critical point.
The apparently-complex phase behavior is accounted for by noting that the phase boundaries
are layered surfaces in the three-dimensional thermodynamic space and some of the surfaces are
terminated by critical lines.
c 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Phase behavior of water is very rich; there are 13 polymorphic phases of bulk ice
identi1ed experimentally thus far [1], the high- and low-density amorphous phases observed experimentally [2,3], and the high- and low-density liquid phases suggested by
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simulations in the experimentally inaccessible region [4,5]. Recent studies of phase behavior of water con1ned in narrow spaces have suggested the possibility of various condensed phases of water, and phase transitions between them in quasi-two-dimensional
(Q2D) water [6,7]. Here, we present some recent results on water con1ned in very
narrow cylindrical spaces—quasi-one-dimensional (Q1D) water—under various thermodynamic conditions. Speci1cally, we examine water con1ned inside carbon nanotubes
since they provide well-de1ned cylindrical spaces and can be wet by low-surfacetension liquids including water [8].
Encapsulation of a second phase inside carbon nanotubes oLers a new avenue to
investigate dimensionally con1ned phase transitions [9,10]. When pure liquid water
is encapsulated inside narrow carbon nanotubes, water molecules would be expected
to line up into some quasi-one-dimensional structures, and on freezing, may exhibit
quite diLerent crystalline structures from bulk ice. Crystallization of water is known to
be highly non-universal [11], i.e., the stable (or metastable) ice phase selected upon
crystallization depends sensitively on the external environment. Thus, the 1rst question
we try to address is what type of crystalline lattice could be selected on cooling
the con1ned water in narrow carbon nanotubes. Con1nement may change not only
resulting crystalline structures but also the way liquids freeze. For example, it has been
conjectured [12] that in carbon nanotubes con1ned matter may exhibit an uncommon
solid–liquid critical point [13] beyond which distinction between solid and liquid no
longer exists. Thus the second question to be raised here is how water freezes and
melts inside carbon nanotubes.
2. Model system
The model system consists of N molecules con1ned inside a cylindrical pore of diameter D. The intermolecular interaction is taken to be the TIP4P water whose potential
energy is given by the sum of the long-range Coulomb potential and the short-range
Lennard–Jones (LJ) potential between the interaction sites. The potential function is
O by a switching function. The force 1eld of the model carbon nantruncated at 8:75 A
otube is taken to be a LJ potential integrated over the cylindrical area of the tube. A
periodic boundary condition is applied in the axial direction (the z-direction) of the
cylindrical unit cell of length l. In the molecular dynamics simulation the temperature T
and the axial pressure Pzz are controlled, thus the total energy and the length l 8uctuate.
The ‘zigzag’ (R; 0) carbon nanotube considered here is speci1ed by the index R, which
is the number of ‘benzene’ rings along the circumference and, thus, proportional to D.
O and R = 18 to D = 14:2 A.
O Other details
For example, R = 14 corresponds to D = 11:1 A
for the MD simulations and free-energy calculations are given elsewhere [14,15].
3. Structures of Q1D water at low temperatures
Shown in Fig. 1 are structures of the TIP4P water in the cylindrical hollow space
of the model carbon nanotubes at low- and high-temperatures. The low-T phases are
those reached by cooling stepwise the high-T phases under Pzz =50 MPa. It is clear that
the high-T phases have disordered structures with incomplete hydrogen-bond networks
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Fig. 1. (a) Square, (b) pentagonal, (c) hexagonal, (d) heptagonal ice nanotubes at 240 K (except d at 230 K)
in the carbon nanotubes of R=14, 15, 16, and 17, and (e) – (h) the corresponding liquid phases at 320 K
(except h at 300 K). See text for index R. The ice nanotubes form upon cooling under the axial pressure of
50 MPa in MD simulations. Shown here are potential-energy local minimum structures.

whereas the low-T phases have ordered structures with perfect networks. Speci1cally,
the low-T phases are Q1D n-gonal ‘ice nanotubes’ [16] composed of n-membered rings.
The square (n = 4) ice nanotube forms in the R = 13 and 14 systems, the pentagonal,
hexagonal, and heptagonal ice nanotubes are found in the R = 15, 16 and 17 systems,
respectively. All the Q1D ice nanotubes satisfy the ice rule as bulk ice does: every
molecule is hydrogen-bonded to exactly four nearest neighbor molecules. From the ice
rule it follows that the OH ‘arms’ of molecules along each edge of n-gonal prism are
either all up or all down and that those along each n-membered ring line up either
clockwise or counterclockwise. Another rule special for the Q1D ice is that the all-up
and all-down OH arms are found alternatively. (In the cases of n odd, this rule is
not fully satis1ed.) Besides their regular structures the low-T phases have diLusivity
as small as that of bulk ice [14], which indicates that the ‘ice’ nanotubes are indeed
solids or solid-like.
4. Phase behavior of Q1D water
Now we consider how the liquid-like disordered phases turn into the solid-like
phases. Fig. 2 shows molar volume changes against temperature for six systems (R =
13; : : : ; 18) under 50 MPa. For R = 16 and 17, there are discontinuous changes in
volume and hysteresis loops. It is meant by ‘discontinuous’ that there is a sudden
change of the quantity when measured in units of 5 K. These discontinuous changes
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Fig. 2. (a–f) Volume per molecule vs. temperature for water con1ned in the carbon nanotubes of R = 13–18.
The applied axial pressure is 50 MPa. Filled and open marks indicate the cooling and heating process,
respectively.

correspond to structural changes between liquid-like and solid-like phases (hexagonal
and heptagonal ice nanotubes). For R = 13, 14, and 15, the volume changes without
any abrupt drop or jump and no hysteresis appears—an indication that the liquid-like
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Fig. 3. Isotherms in the Pzz –V plane for con1ned water in the (14,14) carbon nanotube at temperature
280 K (circles), 300 K (squares), 330 K (triangles), and 360 K (diamonds). Filled and open marks indicate
the compressing and decompressing process, respectively.

phase turns continuously into the solid-like phase (square for R = 13 and 14 and pentagonal for R=15). In the R=18 system the liquid-like disordered phase remains at the
lowest temperature. These results indicate that along the isobar Pzz = 50 MPa con1ned
water undergoes continuous phase changes to square (n = 4) and pentagonal (n = 5)
ice nanotubes but discontinuous phase changes to hexagonal (n = 6) and heptagonal
(n = 8) ice nanotubes. This does not mean, however, that the phase change is always
continuous in the narrower carbon nanotubes; indeed richer phase behavior is found in
the pressure-temperature plane at 1xed R. For R = 15 under Pzz = 500 MPa the con1ned
water exhibits on cooling a discontinuous phase change to the hexagonal ice nanotube,
instead of the continuous change to pentagonal solid-like phase at 50 MPa. For R = 14
under Pzz = 200 MPa the water undergoes a discontinuous phase change to pentagonal ice nanotube, instead of the continuous change to the square solid-like phase at
50 MPa, and under 500 MPa the liquid phase continuously turns into the pentagonal
ice nanotube. These results illustrate complex phase behavior of water con1ned in the
Q1D systems.
To better understand the phase behavior isotherms in the Pzz –T plane were obtained
at R = 14 and 15. Fig. 3 shows the result for the R = 14 system. At 280 K, volume
shows a sudden drop at 200 MPa upon compressing and a sudden increase at 170 MPa
upon decompressing; i.e., a hysteresis loop is observed. Structural analysis shows that
the low-density phase is a liquid-like disordered phase while the high-density phase is
a solid-like pentagonal ice nanotube. The diLusion constant of the pentagonal nanotube
(at 200 MPa) and the disordered phase (at 190 MPa) on compressing-path is 1:0×10−10
and 9 × 10−7 cm2 s−1 , respectively. The diLusivity data reinforce that the high-density
phase is solid-like while the low-density phase is liquid-like. At 300 K, however, the
transformation appears to be continuous since no abrupt jumps in volume are found.
Long-time (200 ns) simulations were used in the pressure range between 250 and
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330 MPa, in which the isotherm exhibits a marked decline. At 330 K, the changes
in volume become much less abrupt, and 1nally, at 350 K, the changes in volume
are essentially smooth. At the two higher temperatures, structural analysis shows that
the high-density phase is a solid-like pentagonal-nanotube phase and the low-density
phase is a liquid-like phase. In summary, the isotherms at R = 14 seem analogous
to those of 8uids near the critical point. For the R = 15 system, along the isotherms
examined (T = 280, 300, 320 K) the volume drops discontinuously at certain pressures
on compressing. The low-density phases are liquid-like at these temperatures. (The
pentagonal feature appears at 280 K though.) The high-density phases are the hexagonal
ice nanotube (even at 320 K). Unlike in the R=14 system, no continuous phase change
from liquid-like to solid-like phases is found.
5. Phase diagram
Before we discuss the phase diagrams of con1ned water, some remarks are given
on what we mean by ‘phase boundary’ in the Q1D systems. We note that although
computer simulation cannot prove or disprove the existence of a true phase transition, or
singularity in the partition function, in the thermodynamic limit N → ∞, extrapolation
of its results at 1nite N to the thermodynamic limit is commonly accepted in 2D and 3D
systems because we know there exist true phase transitions. A Q1D system, however,
may or may not exhibit a true phase transition in the thermodynamic limit (depending
on the range of the intermolecular interaction [17,18]), and we do not discuss here the
existence of a true phase transition in the thermodynamic limit. On the other hand,
our computer experiments demonstrate that water in carbon nanotubes exhibits abrupt
changes in density, energy, entropy, and structure and corresponding hysteresis loops
when certain paths are taken in the thermodynamic space. Furthermore, each single
phase is well de1ned throughout the unit cell with length of the order of 10 nm (or
O It is in this sense that we use the terms ‘phase transition’ and ‘phase boundary’;
100 A).
the concepts of phase boundary, phase transition, and phase diagram in Q1D systems
are as useful as in 2D and 3D systems.
A schematic phase diagram for the R = 14 system is given in Fig. 4. The phase
boundary separates the high-density and low-density phases, which are referred to as
pentagonal and square phases for convenience. At low temperatures (e.g., 200 K) both
the pentagonal and square phases are solid-like; at medium temperatures (e.g., 270 K)
the former is solid-like while the latter is liquid-like. Since the phase change becomes
continuous above 280 K, the phase boundary should terminate at some point around that
temperature. The point is referred to as a ‘critical point’ in the same restricted sense
discussed above. This phase diagram explains the complex phase behavior observed
in the R = 14 system. The continuous change from liquid-like structure to solid-like
square ice nanotube at 50 MPa on cooling (Fig. 2b) does not involve any crossing of
the phase boundary; the path of 200 MPa isobar crosses the phase boundary, thus the
discontinuous change to the pentagonal phase; and the path of 500 MPa isobar does
not cross the boundary (thus the continuous change to the pentagonal phase) but does
cross the extension of the phase boundary where a marked change is found.
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Fig. 4. A schematic T –Pzz phase diagram of con1ned water in the R = 14 system. The phase boundary
(solid line) divides the low-density (square) and high-density (pentagonal) phases. At low temperatures both
phases are solid-like, at medium temperatures the former is liquid-like while the latter is solid-like, and at
the high temperatures both are liquid-like. The phase boundary terminates at a critical point around 280 K.
The arrows indicate the direction to which the phase boundary would be shifted if the diameter of the pore
is slightly increased (R ¿ R) or decreased (R ¡ R).

For the R=15 system the low-density and high-density phases separated by the phase
boundary are referred to as pentagonal and hexagonal phases because the former is a
pentagonal ice nanotube at low temperatures while the latter is a solid-like hexagonal
ice nanotube. Unlike in the R = 14 system, no continuous change from one to the
other phases is found in this system. Thus it seems that the phase boundary does
not terminate at a critical point. For the R = 16 systems, the low-T and high-density
phase is a solid-like hexagonal ice nanotube while the high-T and low-density phase
is liquid-like. No continuous path is found in this system. For the R = 17 systems, the
low-T phase is a solid-like pentagonal ice nanotube and the high-T phase is liquid-like.
Note that the low-T phase is a low-density phase unlike in the other systems (See
Fig. 2). Thus the phase boundary should have a negative slope in the T –Pzz plane.
Now we examine how the phase diagrams at discrete values of R relate with each
other. First we consider a system slightly wider than R = 14. Then one would 1nd the
phase boundary shifted slightly downward with respect to that in the R=14 system. That
is, the equilibrium pressure at given T decreases with increasing the radius of the carbon
nanotube. Le Chatelier’s principle explains this qualitatively: increasing the radius has
the eLect of lowering the pressure PN exerted on the cylindrical wall, which in turn
induces a process that increases PN . The process is to drive the system to the pentagonal
phase, because at the phase equilibrium PN exerted by the pentagonal portion is higher
than that by the square portion. A more precise explanation is given by the Clapeyron
equations for the quasi-one-dimensional system [15] by which one can obtain the rates
eq
of the boundary shift, (@Pzz
=@R)T and (@T eq =@R)Pzz . Indeed MD simulations at R = 14:2
have shown the shift of the phase boundaries that is consistent with prediction from
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the Clapeyron equations. With increasing R the square-pentagonal phase boundary with
a critical point moves downward to low Pzz and eventually disappears. At R = 15
the square-pentagonal boundary no longer exists, and thus we observe the continuous
change from a liquid-like state to a solid-like state of the pentagonal ice nanotube under
Pzz =50 MPa. However there is a pentagonal–hexagonal phase boundary at R=15. This
boundary would moves upward to high-Pzz with decreasing R and is no longer found
at R = 14. At R = 13, no discontinuity is found when the liquid-like state turns into
the solid-like square ice nanotube. However, simulations at smaller R show that there
is a phase boundary that separates a low-density liquid-like phase and the solid-like
square ice nanotube phase. Thus no discontinuity at R = 13 is not because the system
is too narrow to exhibit any phase transition but because it is too narrow for the
square-pentagonal phase boundary and too wide for the liquid-square phase boundary.
In summary the global phase diagram in the Q1D system seems to be the following:
the phase boundaries in the TPzz R space are found to be surfaces that have very
steep slopes with respect to the R-axis, and two of them (the square-pentagonal and
liquid-square phase boundary) appear to terminate at a ‘critical line’.
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